Brandon Sanderson’s Commander Cube
Introduction
Welcome to Commander Cube! It is exactly what it sounds like, a draftable cube of some of my favorite cards, with
an emphasis on Legendary Creatures and Planeswalkers. It is super fun, but also a little different from regular cubes. So I’ve
created this sheet to explain some of the ideas, design philosophies, and special card types that are involved in the cube.

Design Philosophy
First, this cube is focused on making a draftable commander experience. Many similar cubes have participants first
draft a pack made up only of legendries, letting them pick commanders that way. I didn’t want to do that. I instead wanted
there to be potential commanders mixed in through the entire draft, so players could evolve their decks--and consider different
commanders--all through the draft. I made the cube to be heavily focused on legendaries, with between a third and a fourth of
all cards in it being legendary creatures or planesalkers.
The cube is singleton, meaning there’s only one copy of most cards. The exceptions are nonbasic lands (I’m still trying
to figure out the mana base, so I use repeats of lands right now) and regalia, which I’ll explain below. I also created a group of
draftable cards called regalia that help with creating a commander deck out of such a limited card pool. They are like
conspiracies in that they generally change deckbuilding and drafting, but aren’t magic cards in that you don’t play them--you
put them in the command zone. They aren’t permanents, and other cards can’t interact with them.
The second pillar of cube is that it includes no cards that are in my powered cube. This was to both keep the power
level of this cube appropriate, and to also provide a distinct experience from my other cube. I consider the power level to be
something similar to a modern cube or a master’s draft set--more powerful than your average draft experience, but not terribly
broken. Be aware that there isn’t as much removal or ramp as you might expect from a cube. All of the cheap mana elves and
artifacts are in my powered cube, as are most efficient removal spells.
The final pillar of this cube’s design design is that I wanted this to play both in multi-player and in one-on-one. This
means that while you might see some muti-player optimized cards, I’ve erred on including cards that would be good in one-onone as well.

Drafting Rules












You will be drafting a 60 card deck using three packs of 21 cards. You will want between 24 and 27 lands. (The
equivalent the normal 17 land draft deck would be 25.5 here.)
We use modified brawl rules. Any planeswalker can be your commander. Hybrid mana cards count as an “or” when
played in your deck. (So a card that has a w/r hybrid mana cost, and no activated abilities, can be treated as either a
white card or a red card.) As your commander, hybrid mana cards are treated as “and” cards. (So a w/r hybrid
legendary, as your commander, would have two color identities.)
Friendly mulligan. Your first draw is to 7, second draw is to 7, third is to 6, fourth is to 6, etc. If you start with fewer
than 7 cards, you get to scry 1. In multiplayer games, starting player draws a card. In single player games, staring
player skips their first draw step.
Players start with 40 life in multiplayer games and 25 life in one-on-one games. This reduced life in one-on-one
allows aggressive decks to compete. Single player games are Best of One.
No commander damage. (Except when certain regalia allow it.) Commander damage is important for actual
commander to counter infinite-life combos, but it’s not needed here.
Obviously, you have a commander. (Or commanders.) Your commander or commanders start in the command zone.
Commander tax is 2 mana. If you have two commanders, track tax separately. If you have two commanders, each
regalia only applies to one or the other.
Some cards have a clover sticker on the sleeve. These cards can be your commander, even if they’re not legendary.
(Or even if they’re not a creature.)
Some cards have a star sticker on the sleeve. These come with a bonus card, and you draft them both together at
once. Normally, these are cards that reference one another. (Cards that have “Partner with” for example.)

Regalia
Regalia are a type of card I designed to facilitate the draft. Many of them have an important effect in deckbuilding,
but aren’t relevant to actual play. Generally, regalia open up deckbuilding options. They can be the key to drafting a powerful,
consistent deck. There are four types of regalia, each with a theme. In most cases you can use only one of each type of regalia.
If you end up with two crowns in your draft pool, for example, you will need to pick one. In a one-on-one tournament, you can
change these up between games. Reveal all regalia to your opponent(s) at the start of the game.
Regalia have a rarity. There are three copies of each common regalia in the cube, so if you pass on one, you might see
it again. Uncommon regalia have two copies. Rare and mythic regalia are one-offs. The types of regalia are:
Crowns: Crowns almost all modify your commander’s color identity. The Sapphire Crown, for example, allows you to include
blue cards in your deck--even if your commander is mono-white. Your commander’s actual color does not change. Crowns do
not influence gameplay, and you don’t have track them other than to note what colors they let your opponent play.
Scepters: Scepters generally pick a subset of card (like auras, or creatures with defender) and let you add a few extra cards of
that type to your deck during deckbuilding. All cards include with scepters must come from the undrafted card pool of the
cube. (Note: not people’s sideboards.)
Add these chosen cards to your draft pool and treat them like cards you drafted. After the draft, I will split up the
undrafted cards into piles; if you drafted a scepter, pick a pile to look through for cards you might want to include. Once you’re
done, you can swap your pile with one someone else is looking through, and see if there are any they aren’t using that you’d
like. (This prevents conflicts over multiple people claiming the same card.) Cards with multiples in a pack count as a single
“card” for scepter-picking purposes.
Scepters do not let you choose regalia, but you can pick cards to use as your commander. If you’re building a deck to
a certain theme, it would be wise to grab a scepter to give you those last few playables you might need. You can safely ignore
scepters during gameplay, as they are used exclusively in deckbuilding.
Cloaks: Cloaks generally look at the borders of certain types of cards and affect their mana restrictions in some way. The three
types of borders are: Old School, which are cards printed before the modern border replaced the old one. (This happened
around the original Mirrodin block.) Foil are premium cards. Silver bordered cards are cards from un-sets or from Wizards
holiday promotions.
Unlike the first two types of regalia, Cloaks do change gameplay in that they often make cards cheaper. (For example,
one scepter makes all “old school” creatures cost two less mana) Note that some scepters let you include off-color lands in
your deck, allowing you to use a tri-land that includes two of your colors. You might want to grab a scepter that allows this to
give you access to some extra non-basic lands.
Tattoos: Tattoos are more eclectic, and can have very odd and varied effects. They often change gameplay, so you should read
and track your opponent’s tattoos carefully. Some tattoos reduce commander tax, for example, while others allow a player to
play two commanders as if they had partner.
Iron Regalia: A smaller subset of regalia in each category focus on decks with two color, mono color, or colorless commanders.
(One of these, for example, lets you build a smaller deck so you can be more focused, but only if your commander has two or
fewer color identities.) Watch for these if you’re trying to build a mono-color or two-color deck. These generally have different
effects than the ones listed above, and are more powerful--but also more restrictive.

